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Abstract

The importance of startups for economic dynamism, innovation and competition has been

acknowledged in literature. The highly uncertain and volatile nature of the startup ecosys-

tem makes it difficult to analyze and interpret information to evaluate if a startup will be

successful. The time and computationally intensive nature of this prediction problem induces

the need for a quantified model, which enables an objective approach to startup success pre-

diction. In this paper, the objective is to obtain reproducible models for startup success

prediction, using machine learning methods. Earlier literature predicting startup success

almost exclusively relies on survey data collected from firms analyzed in those studies and

estimation. Hence, it is almost impossible to apply them in a repeatable, automated way

to future startup success prediction. In this paper publicly available, large scale data from

online investor platform, crunchbase.com is used. The data is pre-processed for sampling bias

and imbalance by using oversampling approach, ADASYN. A total of six different models

are implemented to predict startup success, which are logistic regression (full and reduced);

recursive partitioning tree; conditional inference tree; random forest and extreme gradient

boosting. Using goodness-of-fit measures, applicable to each model case, the best models

selected are the ensemble methods, random forest and extreme gradient boosting with a test

set prediction accuracy of 94.1% and 94.5% and AUC of 92.22% and 92.91% respectively. Top

variables in these models are last funding to date, first funding lag and company age. Models

estimated in this study can be used to predict success rate for future new firms/ventures in

a repeatable way, using publicly available large scale data.
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1 Introduction

Small and medium sized businesses (SMEs) have been considered to be the driving force of

technological innovation, economic flexibility and growth while creating new job opportuni-

ties (Luger and Koo, 2005). Hence, the success of these companies is in the interest and favor

of society (Shane, 2012). However, 90% of startups fail within the first year of their founding

and less than 40% of the remaining 10% pass the 5-year milestone (Regmi et al., 2015). De-

spite these intimidating statistics, entrepreneurs continue to start businesses, believing their

idea will be the one that breaks through, which they hope to monetize by optimizing the

success factors.

This paper aims at constructing an appropriate quantitative model to predict whether a

startup will succeed or fail. In the past decades, there has been extensive research on sur-

vival prediction for corporate companies, in which success drivers are strongly associated with

historical financial data and KPIs. However, historical financial, sales and production data

do not always exist for startups, which are an important component of success prediction of

corporate companies. Startups’ success is based on different dynamics, which shows similar-

ities to the dotcom companies of the 1990’s. Both dotcom companies and startups need to

evaluate innovative strategies, for example, to profit from the power of the internet and digi-

talization, over the last 20 years, and face higher risks. Entrepreneurs and management teams

of the firms that operate in disruptive areas like blockchain applications and cryptocurren-

cies face unique business risks and uncertainties compared to those of traditional established

companies. Therefore, this paper approaches the startup success prediction differently than

common research for conventional company success prediction does. The data used in this

paper is provided by crunchbase.com, which is a crowd-sourced database for startups.

This paper has 7 sections. Section 2 explores the main motivation behind the research. Sec-

tion 3 offers a review of the related work in the scientific literature. Section 4 presents and

discusses the data, the methodology and modeling methods. Results are presented in Section

5. Sections 6 and 7 articulate the conclusion and future research possibilities, respectively.
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2 Motivation

Startups have become an important topic in economic policies of all developed and emerging

economies around the world, not just by being a driver of economic prosperity and wealth,

but also because of their major impact on innovation and technological development (Luger

and Koo, 2005). Their fast growth rates, agility in deploying innovative business models and

state of the art technologies, together with their fail fast and lean management approach turn

them into disruptive actors in the global economy, especially since their business playground

is frequently a global one. Their dynamic, and sometimes irreverent approach to business,

challenges the status quo of traditional corporate business and even that of classical SMEs.

This is why the success of startups is of interest not only to entrepreneurs, but also to other

stakeholders, such as investors, shareholders, suppliers and customers / clients. The ability

to accurately predict the success or failure of a new venture brings value to the whole startup

ecosystem (Boritz and Kennedy, 1995). In the classical literature, the major motivators of

stakeholders refer mostly to SMEs, where the most important stakeholders are (i) the man-

agers, who benefit from success prediction models to take early precautions against future

distress in the business and therefore avoid bankruptcy; (ii) sponsors, lenders and investors,

who are enabled by the prediction models to maximize their returns and minimize the risk

in their business portfolios through identification of healthy companies to invest in; (iii) the

employees, who can better assess their career choices and avoid the costs of unemployment

in the event of bankruptcy (Wu, 2010).

However, in the case of startups, the stakeholders are first of all the entrepreneurs, who ben-

efit from prediction models regarding the success or failure of their business ideas as they

can make educated decisions addressing potential critical points within their business mod-

els, have the ability to pivot in a timely manner and save resources (financial, human, etc.),

which are usually scarce within a startup. Other important stakeholders are startup investors

(which, depending on the investment stage, can be angel investors, seed money funds, venture

capital investors, etc.), who ideally benefit from such prediction models by increasing on their

traditional 10% success rate with startups (Shane, 2012). Last but not least, the rest of the

players have a stake in being better prepared with regards to whether a startup will succeed

or fail: suppliers, who need to create new supply chain systems or clients/customers, who

might rely on the new product or service also bear risks related to startup success.
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This being said, the involved parties have a high risk tolerance since there is no dependable

quantified success prediction model. The predictability of startup success, would generate

a more efficient and effective resource allocation in this very dynamic market for all players

and stakeholders.

The environment in which startups grow and develop is very complex, so that there are nu-

merous intrinsic and extrinsic variables to be taken into consideration in building a prediction

model. The issue becomes even more difficult for young startups, as they cannot provide any

historical financial or operational data. Most of the available data is at best sparse and

qualitative, and from multiple sources. In this context, it is difficult for entrepreneurs or

investors to make educated and objective decisions, since humans tend to be selective in the

information they use and suffer from bias when making decisions. Some claim that intuition

and gut feeling, based on decision-makers’ previous experience and expertise are the best in-

struments in decision making when it comes to startups. Einhorn (1974), for example, states

that humans are more than capable of using their intuition and making decisions based on

subjective judgement of the information and are proven to recognize and use rare informa-

tion pieces in various decision-making environments, where it would have been difficult to

predict the outcome with an algorithm. However, there is research within the social sciences

literature which challenges this argument.

Dual-Process Theory proposed by Fischhoff et al. (2002), suggests two systems of thinking:

(i) System 1 quickly supplies intuitive answers to judgment problems as they surface and can

be described as automatic, effortless and associative, while (ii) System 2 concerns the ana-

lytical approach, that weighs carefully situations and requires more energy and focus. This

ability of critical thinking is important, because it allows decision-makers to make difficult

and complex decisions, when there is no prior experience to draw from. Even though in the

business environment intuition, i.e. reflecting one’s previous experiences, is sometimes pushed

forward as an efficient way of decision making, an objective and quantitative approach for

processing and evaluating information is required to account for business risks (Evans, 2003).

Behavioural economics focuses on the bounded rationality of decision-makers and therefore

their proneness to make errors. Bounded rationality has been linked to the limitations of
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humans to process vast amounts of information in a rational way (Venkatraman et al., 2009;

Simon, 1955). This argument is valid, especially in today’s business environment, where

managers and entrepreneurs are flooded by information and data, some of which is useful

and some of which is not, when considering dynamic and unstable business situations such as

those of startups. In practice, attention and time required to collect and process information

are scarce resources. Thus, decision-makers are not always paying enough attention to all

the information available and, hence, cannot and will not process the underlying connections

between the various pieces of information and their sources. As a consequence, decision-

makers have a tendency to consider the information they value more than the information

they define as unimportant. However, when there is no experience or reference for intuitive

decision making under System 1 thinking, poor subjective evaluations of information on hand

can lead to inefficient and poor choices. Similarly, Read and Van Leeuwen (1998) claim that

overestimation of the ones’ own skills, lead to the use of heuristics in order to solve complex

problems. Affection by transient emotions and fluctuations in attention to the different pieces

of information also influence decisions and make the decisions time-variant (Luce, 1959).

Therefore, bounded rationality of the decision makers induces motivation towards a quan-

titative approach. Given these limitations of decision-makers with respect to information

evaluation, a quantified model is introduced.
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3 Literature Review

The startup definition is a controversial topic in literature. Luger and Koo (2005) emphasizes

three characteristics when describing startups: New, active and independent. New implies

the establishment of a company which did not exist before. Active excludes the companies

which are established recently, but only exist on paper for administrative purposes such as

tax avoidance. Lastly, independent implies that the startup is not part of an established

parent company/holding. The definitional problem in startup research has been linked to

the data measurement and collection. Hence, many researchers define startups based on the

available information in their data set (Luger and Koo, 2005). In this paper, the definition of

startups is based on the available data. Hence, companies are considered as startups, which

are active in industries defined by S&P500 with years in business not more than 10 years.

Due to lack of information, it is not possible to identify and exclude spin-offs and startups

that are founded by larger corporations.

3.1 Startup Performance vs. Business Success

A lot of the research on the topic of business success focuses on corporate and SME success.

In this context, the health of a firm in a competitive business environment is highly associ-

ated with its profitability and the level of financial solvency. Butler and Fitzgerald (1999)

associates business success with competitive performance of the firm against its competitors.

Lussier and Pfeifer (2001) considers firms as successful if they made at least industry average

profits for the last 3 years. Gatev et al. (1996) on the other hand define success, as continu-

ance of operations without owing to creditors and shareholders.

In the context of startups, however, the definition of business success for corporate compa-

nies or SMEs does not apply due to various reasons. First and foremost, the majority of

the early-stage startups does not generate profits and / or does not have stable, historical

financial data. Hence, the definitions of Lussier and Pfeifer (2001) or Gatev et al. (1996) do

not apply. The competitive performance on the other hand is not always an objective metric

to assess business success when it is constructed without comparative financial performance

of the other players in the market, as financial KPIs can be analysed only under an indus-

try/peer comparison framework.

Studies focusing on what impacts startup performance frequently take an approach which
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examines the type of progress experienced by the new and dynamic ventures. Tavoletti (2013)

evaluates startup success by the potential of early international growth and the ability of the

entrepreneur to generate valuable opportunities for its business model. Another approach to

startup success looks at the number and size of investments a startup receives (Dempwolf

et al., 2014). The ability of the startup to gain traction and connect in an efficient and valu-

able manner to the local and global ecosystem, by proving scaling effects in a short period of

time is also considered to be a measure of its performance (Ceausu et al., 2017). In a more

holistic approach, Ozdemir et al. (2016) looks at startup success through a qualitative lens.

They consider the global impact and contribution to the development of the entrepreneurial

ecosystem as well as quantitative aspects such as revenues, users / clients and number of jobs

created.

3.2 Corporate Bankruptcy vs. Startup Failure

There is a wide body of scientific literature dedicated to corporate and SME disruption of

success or even bankruptcy. With respect to corporate / SME bankruptcy, Ooghe and De Pri-

jcker (2008) argue that business failure is not a unique moment in time, but rather a process,

with different triggers and turning points, along the life cycle of a business, i.e the disruption

to success can happen in different ways. Ooghe and De Prijcker (2008) suggest three main

trajectories. Firstly, there is the lack of success due mismanagement. Secondly, there is the

failure of startups after a very rapid launch right at the beginning of establishing a business.

The initial success is attributed to the personality traits of the management, but the company

still faces failure due the neglected financial and operational duties during and after growth

phase. The third trajectory is the lack of financial sustainability due to general, immediate

environments and corporate policies.

When it comes to startup failure, because of the more dynamic pace these ventures need to

grow and develop at, the failure process window is much shorter than it is in the case of

corporate companies or SMEs. Even though failure is a concept that is used frequently in the

startup world (sometimes even with pride, as it is considered a source of valuable knowledge,

experience and expertise mostly in North America), there are little to no scientific studies

focusing on these startup specific dynamics / factors.
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Ooghe and Waeyaert (2004) summarizes the factors influencing business success under five

categories: (i) general environment (economics, technical advancements/aspects, foreign coun-

tries/currencies, politics etc.); (ii) immediate environment (suppliers, customers, creditors,

competitors); (iii) management team characteristics (motivation, experience, skills, personal-

ity traits); (iv) corporate policy (strategy, investments, corporate governance) and (v) com-

pany characteristics (size, maturity, industry). Some other sources classify these factors

under only two categories, i.e. industry specific characteristics and firm specific characteris-

tics (Kauffman and Wang, 2001).

Business failure can also be analysed from two theoretical frameworks, a deterministic and

a voluntaristic one (Karabag, 2019; Amankwah-Amoah, 2016; Mellahi and Wilkinson, 2004).

The deterministic approach has the premise that managers / leaders of the company have

little control over the external factors, which in fact determine business failure. The factors

pointed out refer to aspects such as industry structure and dynamics (Baum and Singh, 1994;

Porter, 1990), innovations and new technologies (Tushman and Anderson, 1986), economic

regimes (Dornbusch, 1992), technology development policies (Hung and Whittington, 2000;

Lee, 2013) and political stability / instability (Erb et al., 1996). The voluntaristic framework

argues that the internal factors have actually a far greater impact on the potential failure

of a business, meaning that the decisions and strategic actions of the managers / leaders

have a direct impact. Several research studies highlight the fact that these frameworks are

interrelated and cannot be considered separately. The integrated approach is key to discover

the underlying factors of failure / success (Hager and Gonczi, 1996).

The research in corporate insolvency prediction has shown that data from capital markets and

financial ratios (e.g cash flow/total sales, EBIT, EBITDA margins, net income etc.) based

on firm’s balance sheet, income and cash flow statements are proven to be useful not only in

performance prediction of the established companies, but also the overall financial situation.

Success prediction models in literature are designed to use financial ratios extensively, due to

their standardized nature and availability for established firms. However, success prediction

models for startups face some challenges. As previously stated, the majority of the early-stage

startups do not generate any profits or do not have any stable financial data. This implies

that the business success prediction of startups cannot be primarily based on quantitative

data as for established companies. This makes the models constructed by using financial data
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irrelevant for startup success prediction, where this data does not exist. Even in rare cases,

in which financial ratios exist for startups, they by themselves may not be strong enough

to build good models and other data sources are needed. Studies in the scientific literature

discuss how qualitative data can provide predictions as good as financial ratios (Liu and

Wu, 2019). Also, solely using financial ratios has been heavily criticized by Doumpos and

Zopounidis (2002). Dimitras et al. (1996) and Laitinen (1992) state that the financial ratios

are only the symptoms but not the cause of the managerial, operating and financial problems.

3.3 Brief Review of Business Success Prediction Models

”All models are wrong but some are useful.”, George Box

Business success prediction models aim to predict the status of the companies before any

disruption of success happens. Ooghe and De Prijcker (2008) and du Jardin (2016) state

that all firms fail in their own unique way. Directly attacking this classification problem with

clustering algorithms will therefore have little use. It is important to study and analyse as

many failed firms as possible to learn and identify key factors that led to failure in the first

place.

Bankruptcy prediction has been the subject of research for decades. Kumar and Ravi (2007)

categorises the prediction techniques in this field under 2 types: (i) statistical techniques re-

fer to linear discriminant analysis, multivariate discriminant analysis, quadratic discriminant

analysis, logistic regression and factor analysis and (ii) intelligent techniques such as neural

networks, self–organizing maps, etc..

Early studies in literature mostly rely on statistical modelling, which formalizes the relation-

ship between variables. Statistical modelling makes predictions as accurate and consistent

as possible in the context of financial decisions under extreme uncertainty (Jones and Olson,

2013). Most research has focused on corporate bankruptcy and survival models of estab-

lished companies and SMEs. The application of prediction models in this field goes back to

the 1950-1960s. These models used information from financial statements such as financial

ratios (Boritz and Kennedy, 1995). The early studies did not pay much attention to the abil-

ity and experience of the management team. Success prediction models traditionally used the

data created by successful and unsuccessful companies from different industries. The validity
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of the models are assessed based on confusion matrix, i.e. Type I and Type II errors.

The research in the success prediction of early stage companies became predominant in

the 1990’s. Lussier (1995) implements one of the first non-financial models, which mainly

used qualitative variables, in a regression model to predict new venture failure, called the

LussierModel. The original full model is based on 15 variables, i.e. record keeping and fi-

nancial controls, capital, industry experience, management experience, planning, professional

advisory, education, staffing, product/service timing, economic timing, age, partners, parent,

minority business owner and marketing. There have also been many studies that show the

relation between the success of a new venture and skills and motivation of the management

(Ooghe and De Prijcker, 2008).

Ooghe and De Prijcker (2008) recognizes the time dimension of success and the underlying

nonfinancial factors. The authors emphasize the fragmented structure of the non-financial

factors, which not only includes the management team, but also the relationship with dif-

ferent stakeholders. They come up with a framework to classify various bankruptcy cases

according to the underlying reasons as previously explained. The researchers have identified

different sets of variables to be used as a proxy to predict bankruptcy of a business. du Jardin

(2016), Wu (2010) and Lussier and Pfeifer (2001) states that following the multivariate dis-

criminant analysis to differentiate between successful and failed companies, methods like logit

and probit analysis as well as linear programming have been developed and these have been

frequently used. Independent of the predictive or statistical model used, the researchers have

used Type I and Type II error as a basis for evaluation.

However, in the last decades, applying machine learning algorithms has become more popular,

especially because many of them have proven to outperform statistical models. Although both

approaches aim to learn from data, the main difference is that machine learning algorithms

do not rely on rule-based programming. Cao et al. (1997) states that the continuous concern

of the statistical models is the adequacy and correctness of the underlying assumptions and

specifications. Haavelmo (1944) questions the validity of regression coefficients if the whole

assumption of, for example, linear regression is wrong. In this framework, implementation of

non-parametric models permits relaxed assumptions of the model structures.
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4 Methodology

4.1 Measure of the Variables

The majority of the papers in the scientific literature present studies for which the authors

have designed their own surveys and conducted interviews with the startup stakeholders in

order to collect data directly from successful and failed companies. However, this approach

has its limitations since the size of the data set for the number of interviewed companies or

new ventures does not exceed 200, even in the most cited papers (Lussier and Pfeifer, 2001;

Lussier, 1995). Since in this paper the approach is to apply machine learning algorithms using

large amount of data to predict startup success, the data set is formed using data from the

research application programming interface (API) of crunchbase.com. Table 1 summarizes

the raw data obtained.

4.2 Data Pre-Processing

The initial data setobtained from crunchbase.com has 215 729 observations with 23 variables.

Steps 1-8 are followed to have a complete data set. Table 2 summarizes these steps.

1. Startups, which did not report their total amount of funding raised or number of funding

rounds, i.e. missing data, are excluded.

2. The companies which founded before 2009 are excluded as they are being considered in

the framework of this paper as too old to be startups.

3. Startups with missing establishment date or company or domain names are excluded

due to the concern that these companies might be ghost firms.

4. Firms with no industry specifications are excluded.

5. All duplicates are removed.

6. Firms with missing region information are deleted.

7. The data set is cleaned from outliers.

8. Features with zero and near zero variance are removed.

10



Variable Name Description

Company Name Name of the company

Domain URL of company website

Country Code Alpha-3 Country code

State Code US State codes

Region US State Region abbreviations

City Location of the company headquarters

Status Status of the company (Operating, closed etc.)

Short Description Top level industry classification

Category List Industry

Category Group List Sector

Employee Number # of employees

Funding Rounds # of funding rounds completed

Total Funding (USD) Total funding raised

Founded on Date when the firm is established

First funding on Date when the firm received the first funding

Last Funding on Date when the firm received last funding

Closed on Date when the firm is closed (if applicable)

Email Email address of the company

Phone Phone number of the company

cb url URL of the crunchbase page of the company

twitter url URL of the Twitter page of the company

Facebook url URL of the Facebook page of the company

uuid Unique ID

Table 1: Description of raw variables.

NextUnicorn DataCleaning

After data cleaning, the list of variables to be used throughout this paper are summarized in

Table 3. These variables provide a snapshot of the company at a given point in time.

Removing predictors has been thoroughly discussed in literature. However, Kuhn and John-

son (2013) discusses that removing variables helps reduce computing time and complexity of

the models. Consider a predictor with uniform or almost uniform value, which are referred

to as zero and near-zero variance predictors respectively. Such variables are not only uninfor-

mative about the characteristics of the data but also can harm the prediction accuracy. Zero

and near-zero variance are calculated by dividing the unique values by the sample size and

11
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compared to a predefined threshold value. Such variables are not considered, for example,

in tree-based classification models, since they do not provide varying information between

classes. One approach to avoid information loss is to collect more data to abstain from zero

or near-zero variance. Since collecting more information about the companies in the data set

is not within the scope of this paper, the variables with zero or near zero variance are elimi-

nated. Hence, the sectors energy, industrial, real estate and utilities as well as the continents

Africa and Oceania are excluded from further analysis.

Action initiated Dropped Sample size %

Initial observations extracted from crunchbase 215 729 100%

Dropped if total funding raised (USD) and # of funding rounds is missing 95 787 119 942 55.6%

Only consider startups established after 2009 58 512 61 430 28.5%

Drop if the year founded and company name is missing 8 143 53 287 24.7%

Drop if the domain information is missing 1 681 51 606 23.9%

Drop if industry is missing 628 50 978 23.6%

Drop if duplicate exists 16 50 962 23.6%

Drop if region information is missing 1 436 49 526 22.9%

Cleaning outliers of first funding lag, last funding lag and funding rounds 1 224 48 302 22.3%

Drop if near zero of zero variance explanatory variables 3 780 44 522 20.6%

Table 2: Summary of data cleaning steps

NextUnicorn DataCleaning

The original data defines startup status under four categories: (i) operating, (ii) acquired,

(iii) IPO and (iv) closed. Chang (2004) discusses individual characteristics of each acquisition

and IPO and the ambiguity in their definition. Depending on the dynamics of the deal, an

acquisition can also represent failure (for example when the entrepreneur does not make any

gains from the deal). There are also many unsuccessful/incomplete IPOs. However, these

details of the transactions are usually not public for startups and are very resource intensive

to obtain. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity and keeping all relevant information, startups,

which are operating, acquired or issued an IPO are labelled as successful and startups, which

are closed, are labelled as failure. Hence, company status (success vs. failure) is defined as

the dependent variable within the framework of this paper.
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There are 43 main industry categories in the raw dataset. These industries are grouped un-

der 11 industry sectors according to S&P500. These industries are: communication services;

consumer discretionary; consumer staples; energy; finance; health; industrials; utilities; real

estate; IT and materials. There is no company in the data set, which is doing business in

the materials industry. The industry sectors energy, industrials, utilities and real estate have

been removed due to near zero variance. Therefore, the total number of industries reduces

to 6.

The next step is to investigate if there is an obvious difference between successful and failed

companies. Figure 1 illustrates that successful and failed companies do not necessarily display

different characteristics. Both types of companies have similar median values for company

age, total funding (USD), number of funding rounds, first funding lag, last funding lag and

last funding to date. This also supports the implementation and usage of machine learning

algorithms as there is no distinct difference between the two groups, which makes the classi-

fication problem more difficult to deal with. However, characteristics of continuous variables

do not differ strongly between successful and failed companies.

Table 4 gives an overview of the descriptive characteristics of the categorical variables. After

feature transformation, the data reveals that 54% of the overall companies are based in the

Americas. The Americas and Europe, are hosting almost 80% of the firms. The successful

startups are in business mainly in consumer related industries (32%) and IT (31%) in the last

10 years. 68% of the companies have social media existence on multiple platforms. The gen-

eral characteristics of the startups in the data set are in accordance with the current startup

trends. Similar to continuous variables, categorical variables also do not differ strongly be-

tween two classes.

For the sake of the performance of the models built in the following sections, between-

predictor correlations are needed and must be taken into consideration. No strong correlation

between variables is found. Hence, (multi-)collinearity is not being further checked.
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Variable name Transformation Used variables Variable Type

Country Code Based on country code, the respective company Continent Categorical

has been identified to avoid granularity

Status Failure: Closed Status Categorical

Success: Operating, acquired, IPO

Category Group List Values with multiple industries have been split Sector Categorical

and major industry has been identified and

mapped to the 11 industry classification in S&P500

Funding rounds - Funding rounds Numeric

Total Funding (USD) - Total Funding (USD) Numeric

Founded on Company age has been calculated by subtracting Company Age Numeric

foundation date from this year:

2019 - Founded on

First funding on First funding lag is the years passed between First funding lag Numeric

foundation of a company and first funding received:

First funding on - founded on

Last funding on Last funding lag is the years passed between Last funding lag Numeric

first funding and last funding received:

Last funding on - first funding received

Last funding to date Last funding to date is the years passed since Last funding to date Numeric

the company received the last funding to date:

2019 - last funding on

twitter url A function is been created to identify the social Social Categorical

Facebook url media appearance of the firm:

Both: Twitter and Facebook active

Twitter: Only twitter

Facebook: Only Facebook

None: No social media appearance

Table 3: Summary of data transformations

NextUnicorn DataCleaning

After completing the above-mentioned data pre-processing steps, the final data set consists

of 44 522 firms (20% of the initial sample size) and 19 variables. At this point, the class

imbalance in the dependent variable is checked.
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Figure 1: Descriptive statistics of continuous variables
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Success Failure

Variable Name Frequency % Frequency %

Social

Both 28 832 68% 1 083 50%

Facebook 2 577 6% 69 3%

Twitter 4 645 11% 533 25%

None 6 313 15% 470 22%

Continent

Americas 24 734 58% 1 558 72%

Asia 6 173 15% 191 9%

Europe 11 460 27% 406 19%

Sector

Commercial Services 6 855 16% 507 24%

Consumer Discretionary 7 629 18% 481 22%

Consumer Staples 5 936 14% 272 13%

Finance 3 217 8% 123 6%

Health 5 504 13% 144 7%

IT 13 226 31% 628 29%

Table 4: Descriptive statistics of categorical variables

NextUnicorn DescriptiveStats

4.3 Overcoming Class Imbalance

The website crunchbase.com employs a crowdsourcing model, in which the information is

gathered through large, open and rapidly growing internet users. The interviews conducted

with crunchbase team within the scope of this research revealed that the operating firms

provide and update information about their enterprises. Hence, the data set obtained from

crunchbase.com is subject to selection (success) bias. Success bias refers to the sampling

limitation that the sample set is not representative of the true population.

The cleaned data set reveals that 95.18% of the companies are classified as successful and

the remaining 4.82% are as failed/closed, indicating class imbalance. The class imbalance

may cause various problems. Most importantly, class imbalance hinders the machine learning

performance. When the number of instances in one class is larger than the other, machine

learning algorithms tend to label minority classes to the majority class. Although this would
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Figure 2: SMOTE vs. ADASYN diagram based on Hu and Li (2013)

not have drastic effects on the accuracy, Type II error will be very high. If we determine

the model performance not through accuracy but via number of false positives (FP) , the

class imbalance will have a negative impact. The costs of misclassification between different

classes often vary as well (Refer to Section 5).

In literature designing smarter sampling strategies has been acknowledged as a valid approach

to handling imbalanced data. However, when a new and improved sampling approach is not

possible, such as in this paper, the adopted approach is to under sample the majority class

or oversample the minority class (Krawczyk, 2016). In this paper, class imbalance is handled

by oversampling the minority classes through synthetically creating artificial data points as

described in Section 4.3.1.

4.3.1 Adaptive Synthetic Sampling Approach (ADASYN)

Adaptive Synthetic Sampling Approach (ADASYN) is based on the Synthetic Minority Over-

sampling Technique (SMOTE) concepts which was developed in 2002 by Chawla et al. (2002).

SMOTE finds a randomly selected minority class data point and ”draws” lines to the kth-

nearest neighbours (KNN). Then, SMOTE generates synthetic data points on these lines to

increase the population of the minority class. However, this process allows the new data

points to be linearly correlated to the parent data points.
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ADASYN advances on SMOTE and adaptively generates minority data according to the dis-

tribution they have by adding a random value to the synthetically generated data points, in

order to make them more scattered. Hence, ADASYN helps reducing the learning bias and

adaptively shifts the decision boundary for the classification problem to focus more on the

samples that are difficult to learn. Figure 2 illustrates the difference between SMOTE and

ADASYN.

The goal of oversampling is to increase the size of minority class via synthetic observations

based on the existing minority class observations to balance the size of majority and minority

classes. ADASYN first calculates the degree of class imbalance (d) by taking the proportion

between minority and majority class and compares it to the pre-defined accepted threshold

level of balance between classes (dth). If the degree of class imbalance is smaller than the

threshold, ADASYN proceeds to calculate the number of synthetic data samples to be gen-

erated from the minority class (G). Then, for each feature, ADASYN finds the KNN based

on a predefined distance measure. For the purpose of this paper, the threshold is defined

as 50% and the Euclidean distance is used as the measure for distance. The ratio of fea-

tures belonging to the majority class (ri) within the KNN is determined and normalized to

obtain a density distribution. By using ri and G, the required number of synthetic samples

are generated (gi) for each minority class feature xi. Until gi is reached, one minority data

example (xzi) is selected from the KNN of xi and the synthetic data example (si) is gener-

ated. By adding a random number λ, the linear dependency between actual data points and

synthetic ones is eliminated (He et al., 2008). Algorithm 1 summarizes the ADASYN process.

After completing the data pre-processing, the remaining 44 522 data points are split into

training and test sets, 70% and 30% respectively. The ADASYN is adopted for training and

test samples separately to prevent any dependence between two data sets.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of ADASYN based on He et al. (2008)

Input : Training (or test) dataset (Dk,p), ms and ml, where ms ≤ml. dth is a preset

threshold for the maximum tolerated degree of class imbalance ratio.

Procedure:

(1)Calculate the degree of class imbalance:

d = ms/ml where d ∈ (0, 1] (1)

if d <dth then

(a) Calculate the number of data points, which need to be synthetically generated

G = (ms −ml)× β (2)

where β ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter to satisfy dth.

(b) for xi ∈ms do

Find KNN based on Euclidean distance in p-dimensional space and calculate

ri = ∆i/K (3)

where ∆i is the number of examples in the K nearest neighbours of xi that belong

to majority class, ri ∈ [0, 1]

(i) Normalize ri according to

r̂i = ri/

ms∑
i=1

ri (4)

so that r̂i is a density function

(ii) Calculate the number of data points which need to be synthetically generated

for each minority example xi

gi = r̂i ×G (5)

for each xi from 1 to gi do

(c) Randomly pick minority data example xzi from KNN of xi

Generate the synthetic data example

si = xi + (xzi − xi)× λ (6)

where (xzi - xi) is the difference vector and λ is a random number: λ ∈ [0, 1]

Output: Synthetic data examples si for i=1,...G
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4.4 Logistic Regression

The logistic regression is a specific case of linear regression where the response, Y , is a

dichotomous variable. Logistic regression models the probability that Y belongs to one of

the two categories (Härdle and Simar, 2007).

log
p(xi)

1− p(xi)
= β0 +

p∑
j=1

βjxij (7)

where

p(xi) = P (yi = 1|xi) =
e
∑p

j=1 βjxij

1 + e
∑p

j=1 βjxij
(8)

By design, the logistic regression function gives output between 0 and 1, which is the proba-

bility of belonging to one of dichotomous classes, p(xi). The coefficients of Equation (7) are

fit by using the maximum likelihood estimation.

4.5 Recursive Partitioning Trees (Rpart)

Rpart schemes construct regression or classification models of a top level/general structure

through a two–stage procedure, where the resulting models are represented as binary trees

in the literature.

First, the algorithm finds the best variable to best split the data into two groups. This step is

then repeated for the resulting two subgroups until the subgroup size reach a predetermined

minimum size or there is no further improvement to the model to be made.

Hothorn et al. (2006) defines the Rpart models as follows. Let Y be the dependent variable

given status of p covariates. The p-dimensional covariate vector is then defined as X =

(X1, X2, . . . , Xp). The assumption of the conditional distribution D(Y |X) is a function f of

the covariates.

D(Y |X) = D(Y |X1, X2, X3, . . . , Xp) = D(Y |f(X1, X2, X3, , Xp)) (9)

A learning sample Ln is to fit a model of regression relationship, which is a random sample

of some number of i.i.d observations.

Ln = (Yi, X1i, ..., Xpi) for i = 1, ..., n (10)
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A non-negative integer valued case weight w is used to formulate the learning sample Ln.

Each node of the tree is represented by a weight vector, where the weights are non-zero when

the corresponding observations are represented in the node and zero otherwise.

wlefti = wi1(Xj×i ∈ Aj) and wrighti = wi 1(Xj×i ∈ Xj) , ∀i = 1, ..., n (11)

The goodness-of-split criteria is defined in Breiman (1996) as the impurity function φ(p).

The most commonly used impurity function is the Gini index or entropy:

Gini index =

n∑
i=1

−fi(1− fi) (12)

Entropy =
n∑
i=1

−log(fi) (13)

where fi is the probability of reaching the respective node. Another approach is to consider

the decrease in test error as a goodness-of-split criteria.

To implement the partitioning trees, the null hypothesis (H0) of independence between any

of the p covariates and the response is tested. Step 1: Select the jth covariate Xj , with the

strongest relation to Y. Step 2: A subset of observations, Aj , of the Xj is selected and data is

split into two. The case weights are then also adjusted with corresponding indicator function

to represent the new split. These two steps are recursively repeated until the null hypothesis

cannot be rejected.

4.6 Conditional Reference Tree

Step 1 of the general recursive partitioning faces an independence problem. Algorithm first

tests for the hypothesis of independence between the response variable and covariates. If

the hypothesis can be rejected, then the recursive steps of 1 and 2 of the general model are

iterated until a stop criterion is met. The implementation uses a unified framework for con-

ditional inference (Strasser and Weber, 1999). A split is established if the sum of the weights

of two neighbouring nodes exceeds a predetermined minimum value.

The relation between Y and covariate X are measured by linear statistics:

T j(Ln,w) = vec

n∑
i=1

wigj(Xj i)h[Yi, (Y1, ..., Yn)]T ∈ Rpjq (14)
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where gi : Xj →Rpjq is a non-random transformation of the covariate Xj . The influence

function h : Y×Yn →Rq depends on the responses (Y1, ..., Yn).

The distribution of Tj(Ln,w) under the null hypothesis depends on the joint distribution of

Y and Xj , which is not identified in the majority of the real circumstances. The permutation

test procedures are used to clarify this dependency by fixing the covariates and conditioning

them on all possible combinations (permutations) of the dependent variable. Hothorn et al.

(2006) explores these test and parameter selection extensively. These tests will not be further

discussed in the scope of this paper.

4.7 Bootstrapping, Bagging, Boosting and Random Forest

It is essential to understand bagging and boosting in order to fully comprehend the method-

ology of ensemble methods. Bootstrapping is the foundation of these two methods.

4.7.1 Bootstrapping

Bootstrapping is considered as a non-parametric approach to statistical inference when data

does not meet the assumptions of the adopted model. Bootstrapping has been referred to

in the literature as a resampling method. The basic idea behind it is to randomly select n

observations with replacement, i.e. one data point can occur in the bootstrapping data set

more than once, from a data set to bootstrap the data set. Then the bootstrapping data set

is used to generate a new estimate. This procedure is repeated M times for some large value

of M (James et al., 2013).

4.7.2 Bagging and Boosting

Both bagging and boosting are so-called ensemble methods, which aim at bringing the pre-

dictive power of single learners together into a powerful learner. The main difference between

bagging and boosting is the relationship between the models used. While bagging combines

independent models, usually decision trees, boosting conducts an iterative method to de-

crease the errors of preceding models in the succeeding models (Sutton, 2005; Lemmens and

Croux, 2006).

Bagging takes the average of a set of observations to reduce variance and therefore, improve

the predictive accuracy of statistical models. It builds separate decision trees to individually
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predict the response using the training data set. The final output is the mode of the output

of the individual trees. The individual decision trees, however, usually face the obstacle of

high variance. In other words, high variance means, if the training data set is split into

two equal parts and fit two different decision trees to each half, the end result will not be

the same. Bagging, i.e. bootstrap aggregation, can therefore be summarized as a variance

reducing procedure. Hence, bagging generates M different bootstrap data set and averages

all the predictions to obtain the final prediction. Averaging the trees reduces the variance

and results in improved accuracy (James et al., 2013).

The idea behind boosting is to strengthen the performance of weak learners. Assume a

training set with n data points. Each data point is assumed have a weight wi. During

an iterative process of m rounds, a new weight is assigned to each point according to the

classification result of the previous iteration step. A correct classification results in reduced

weights and vice versa. The completed iteration model is then called an m-fitted model. The

final prediction is derived through the weighted average of each tree / iterations classification.

4.7.3 Random Forest

Bagging is the pillar of random forests. However, in the presence of one or few highly dom-

inant predictors, each single tree would use the strongest predictor on the top level, hence

trees would end up looking quite similar to each other. Random forest models are forced not

to consider the whole set of available predictors. The restriction on the available predictors

for each tree, therefore, prevents the model to be dominated by one (or few) very strong

predictors (Breiman, 2001). After building the decision trees on bootstrapping data set S,

the split in each tree is based on a random sample of k predictors which is a subset of the

feature space F . The sample of k predictors is generated for each tree from scratch. For

dichotomous dependent variables, the size of k is defined as approximately the
√
F . After

selecting k variables at random, the tree grows without pruning. The output prediction can

be derived by taking the average, weighted average or the majority vote of the individual

trees (James et al., 2013). Algorithm 2 summarizes the random forest formation.

One distinctive advantage of implanting random forest is that it is based on multiple decision

trees. Decision trees are non-parametric, meaning that they do not depend on prior distri-

bution assumptions and do not require transformation of variables. The only condition one
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needs to make sure while using decision tree-based algorithms is to have distinct classification

labels, i.e. no overlaps and distinct identification. In the framework of this paper, success

and failure are distinct classification labels.

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of Random Forest based on Gepp et al. (2010)

Input : A bootstrap sample of S , with F features in total and number of trees in

forest is B

function: Random Forest(S, F)

H ← ∅

for i ∈ 1, ...B do

S(i) ← A bootstrap sample from S

hi ← RandomTLearn(S(i), F )

H ← H ∪ hi
return H

end function

function: RandomTLearn(S,F)

At each node:

f ← very small subset of F

Split on best feature in k

end function

Output: The learned tree

4.8 Extreme Gradient Boosting

Gradient boosting combines weak learners (as bagging and boosting explained above) in an

additive manner and forms a new learner, which has maximal correlation with the negative

gradient of the loss function (Friedman, 2002). In gradient boosting, the newly generated

models predict the residuals (errors) of the previous models and use these predictions to form

the output.

First, a subset from full training data is drawn at random and without replacement at each

iteration. Then, the deviation of residuals in each iteration (partition) is derived and the

best data partitioning is determined in each stage. Afterwards, the succeeding model fits the

residuals from the preceding stage and builds a new model to reduce the variance of residuals.

The aim here is to correct the mistakes of the first model.
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Given a training sample of {yi, xi} of known {y, x} the goal of gradient boosting is to find a

function F (x) that maps x to y such that the expected value of the loss function Ψ(y, F (x))

is minimized. Hence, boosting approximates F (x) as an ”additive” expansion of the base

learner in the following form.

F (x) =
n∑
i=1

βmh(x; am) (15)

where h(x; am) is the base learner and am are the base learner parameter.

The loss function then can be written as:

(βm, am) = argmin
β,a

n∑
i−2

Ψ[yi, Fm−1(xi) + βmh(xi; a)] (16)

where

Fm(x) = Fm−1[x + βmh(x : am)] (17)

and a = {a1, a2, . . . } are the parameters

am = argmin
a,ρ

N∑
i=1

[ỹim − ρh(xi; a)]2 (18)

Hence, given h(x; am) the optimal coefficient values βm are :

βm = argmin
β

n∑
i−2

Ψ[yi, Fm−1(xi) + βh(xi; am)] (19)

Friedman (2002) solves Equation (16) in two steps. In the first step, the base line function

h(x; am) is fit by least squares to the current pseudo-residuals. Then given the fitted base

line function h(x; am) the optimal value of the coefficient βm is derived.

Extreme gradient boosting (XGB) implements some improvements to gradient boosting. It

penalizes trees for misclassifications, shrinks the leaf nodes and improves computing efficiency

and has some other extra randomization parameters to ensure low variance. XGB reduces

the space of possible feature splits based on the distribution of features across all data points

in a leaf on a branch.

There are a couple of points one needs to consider while assessing model performance and

concluding on the best model to implement. First of all, the performance of a learner mainly

depends on the training data and the formulation of the initial hypothesis. If the training
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data does not provide sufficient information, it will be difficult to conclude on a one single

best learner. Hence, this will be another motivation for using ensemble models to benefit

from multiple weak learners rather than having only one strong learner (Wang et al., 2014).

As Wang et al. (2014) and du Jardin (2016) state as well, the approach of ensemble models

are reasonable. However, in practice the necessary conditions of accuracy and diversity need

to be satisfied. Accuracy stands for the ability of the base learner to perform better than ran-

dom guessing (generally 50%) and each base learner should have its own information about

the problem, i.e. inclusion of variables/regressors.

Prior to estimating models and comparing them, it is not possible to say which modeling

method will perform better in the framework of this paper, as in general, there is not a single

modeling method that performs better in all research problems. In the next section, model

estimations and results are being discussed.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Logistic Regression Implementation

Full simple logistic regression (M0) considers the remaining variables after eliminating the

ones with near zero variance as explained in the earlier chapters. M0 confirms the existence

of the dummy trap and reveals the insignificant variables. As the second step, one level of

the dummy variables and the statistically insignificant variables are excluded in the reduced

logistic regression model (M1). Hence, only the coefficient estimates from M1, which are

significant, are summarized in Table 5. The most striking result is the near zero estimates of

total funding (USD). This is a combined effect of many factors, some of them are positively

and some of them are negatively correlated with success rate. Positive sign is expected, since

successful companies with future potential, after careful review/research from lenders will

get funding in favorable competitive terms. Hence, higher the funding amount, higher will

be their expectations that startup will have future potential. The negligible effect of total

funding (USD) on success can be explained by the cash-burning of a startup. As discussed by

Ooghe and De Prijcker (2008), the startups which received high investments in their rapid-

growth phase often end up in bankruptcy due to poor management decisions, which includes

misallocation of received funds. This result indicates high burn-rates in the failed companies.
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One can argue that the number of funding rounds is a proxy of the skills of the entrepreneur in

convincing investors in the beginning of the search for external funding. Early-stage fundings

indicate that the entrepreneur is successful in selling their idea to the investors. However, if

these funding rounds are not followed by appropriate managerial actions (refer to Section 3),

the increasing number of funding rounds may have a negative impact on success.

Coefficient Std. Error

(Intercept) 3.08 0.01

Funding rounds -0.10 0.01

Company age 0.19 0.01

Last funding to date -0.75 0.01

Total funding (USD) -0.00 0.00

Social both 0.84 0.07

Social Facebook 0.85 0.07

Social Twitter 0.24 0.04

Continent Americas -0.65 0.03

Sector Comm Serv. -0.08 0.04

Sector Cons. Disc. -0.18 0.04

Sector Cons. Stap. -0.20 0.04

Sector Health 0.62 0.05

Table 5: Summary of reduced logistic regression (M1)

NextUnicorn LogisticRegression

The regression coefficients of M1 change in a range of [-0.65, 0.85] for dummy variables. The

existence on both digital platforms or only on Facebook have the highest impact on busi-

ness success. The negative coefficient for geographic location, continent Americas, can be

explained by the intense competition and harsh business environment. As discussed before,

the failure culture differs in the Americas. Hence, it is plausible to conclude that the negative

coefficient confirms the fail fast mentality. The positive coefficient for the health sector sup-

ports the popularity of startups in the health sector in recent years. The negative coefficient

of last funding to date indicates that a company is less likely to fail if their last funding was

not long before 2019.

Unlike linear regression models, there is no R2 in the logistic regression, which explains the
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variance in the dependent variable that is explained by the independent variables. In the

literature, one of the commonly used metrics is McFadden’s pseudo R2. McFadden’s R2 is

defined as in Equation (20), where ln(LM ) is the fitted model and ln(L0) represents the null

model with only the intercept as the predictor. McFadden’s pseudo R2 ranges between 0 and

1. As values closer to zero, the predictive power of the model decreases. The reduced model,

M1 has a McFadden’s pseudo R2 of 0.26, indicating quite weak predictive power (Hu et al.,

2006).

McFadden′s R̃2 = 1− ln(LM )

ln(L0)
(20)

Both trained models (M0 and M1) are then used to predict the failure probabilities of the

startups. The status label of success is assigned if the predicted success probability is above

a predetermined threshold of 50%, and failure otherwise. The confusion matrix of the test

set predictions of M0 can be seen in Table 6. The prediction accuracy of M0 in the test set

is 77.45%, despite the existence of the dummy trap and insignificant coefficient estimates.

Although the insignificant regressors were eliminated, M1 also performed with a predictive

accuracy of 77.41%, i.e. only 22.59% of the data in the test set are erroneously classified at

the selected threshold level. The confusion matrix of the test set predictions of M1 can be

found in Table 7. The predictive accuracy of both M0 and M1 performed better than random

guessing (50%). The original empirical study on business success prediction Lussier (1995)

has the predictive ability, i.e. accuracy of 70%. On the other hand, the recent extensions

of Lussier’s model are able reach accuracy levels of up to 85%. Despite the low McFadden’s

pseudo R2, the reduced logistic regression model did not underperform compared to the pre-

ceding studies.

Actual Failure Actual Success

Predicted Failure 4 603 (24.2%) 2 545 (13.3%)

Predicted Success 1 754 (9.2%) 10 168 (53.3%)

Table 6: Confusion matrix of the full logistic regression (M0)

NextUnicorn LogisticRegression

The relationship between predicted probabilities of belonging to success class and continuous

covariates used in M1 are illustrated in Figure 3. It can be clearly concluded that there are
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Actual Failure Actual Success

Predicted Failure 4 354 (22.8%) 2 521 (13.3%)

Predicted Success 1 995 (10.5%) 10 177 (53.4%)

Table 7: Confusion matrix of the reduced logistic regression (M1)

NextUnicorn LogisticRegression

only few number of firms who achieve more than 6 funding rounds. Those who can achieve

higher number of funding rounds attract continuous investor attention. Consistency in in-

vestor relations and financial support can be linked to higher probability of being successful.

Also, although many companies receive early–stage funding, this does not necessarily promise

success as explained above. The predicted probabilities are rather random for the lower end

of the number of funding rounds. Also, as Section 2 and 3 elaborate, the first 1-5 years are

decisive on the survival of a new venture. When the company age is considered, the predicted

probability of success decreases starting from the 3rd year. As the company age increases,

it becomes difficult to make a distinct differentiation between the probability of success and

failure. The lag of last funding to date reflects negative linear dependence with the predicted

probabilities of success. This means ventures that received recent funding have higher odds

of being successful.

On the other hand, there is no clear pattern between predicted probability of success and

categorical variables. Only, social both slightly exhibits positive relationship to the predicted

success probability.

5.2 Recursive Partitioning & Conditional Inference Tree Implementation

There are some control parameters which affect the complexity and performance of decision

trees. Two of the most important of these parameters are minimum split and minimum

bucket size. Minimum split is the number of observations, which needs to exist in a node for

a split to be attempted. Minimum bucket size is the minimum number of observations in a

terminal node. As explained before, the startup profiles are quite unique and it is difficult

to find a general fitting pattern for failed companies. Hence, the size of minimum split and

minimum bucket are set to two in order to embrace the granular nature of the startup failure
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of success probability against regressors based on M1

NextUnicorn Scatter

patterns. Furthermore, recursive partitioning tree functions in R uses a parameter called

complexity to track and control the complexity of a tree. This measure is a combination of

the ability of the tree to successfully separate the labels of the dependent variable, status,

and the size of the tree. In order to determine the complexity measure, the record with

the minimum cross-validation error is identified and the complexity measure of this record is

used. Hence, complexity measure is set to 0.001. The pruning attempt resulted in the same

complexity measure. Therefore, pruning did not change or improve the initial construction

of the recursive partitioning tree.

The recursive partitioning tree performed surprisingly well with an error rate of 6.3%. Given

the above explained drawbacks of stand-alone decision trees, the performance of the recursive

partitioning tree can indicate overfitting. Also, fitting a single model is prone to instability

after small changes in the training set (Hothorn et al., 2006).
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Actual Failure Actual Success

Predicted Failure 5 477 (28.7%) 335 (1.8%)

Predicted Success 880 (4.6%) 12 378 (64.9%)

Table 8: Confusion matrix of the recursive partitioning tree

NextUnicorn RecursivePartitioning

The conditional inference tree, as explained previously, checks for the independence of the re-

sponse variables and the covariates as opposed to recursive partitioning trees. The confusion

matrix of the predictions from conditional inference tree is represented in Table 9. Condi-

tional inference tree has performed with an error rate of 14.4%. With a test accuracy rate of

85.6%, conditional inference tree performs better than the literature benchmarks, mentioned

earlier.

Actual Failure Actual Success

Predicted Failure 4 554 (23.9%) 942 (4.9%)

Predicted Success 1 803 (9.5%) 11 771 (61.7%)

Table 9: Confusion matrix of the conditional inference tree

NextUnicorn ConditionalTree

5.3 Random Forest Implementation

The criticism towards stand-alone decision trees addressed the high dependence of results on

the training data and alterations of the decision tree structure related to the small changes in

the training data. In order to overcome these hurdles, a forest of decision trees was generated

and the number of independent variables to be considered at each split is restricted.

As mentioned in the model description, the optimal number of variables for splitting at each

node is the square root of the number of all available independent variables. Hence, this

parameter is set to 5. The number of trees to grow is limited to 500 as the data set is quite

large (Cutler et al., 2007; Strobl et al., 2007, 2008).
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Actual Failure Actual Success

Predicted Failure 5 489 (28.7%) 242 (1.3%)

Predicted Success 868 (4.6%) 12 471 (65.4%)

Table 10: Confusion matrix of the random forest

NextUnicorn RandomForest

Table 10 summarizes the confusion matrix for the predictions from the random forest model.

As expected, random forest model performed well with an error rate of 5.9% and is more

reliable than the recursive partitioning and conditional inference trees. Under Section 3 it has

been explained that the random forest is an ensemble model and improves many shortcomings

of the single decision trees. Predicting on the test set based on 500 decision trees has decreased

the error rate by almost 1.5 percentage points compared to the partitioning and 3 percentage

points compared to the conditional inference trees.

5.4 Extreme Gradient Boosting Implementation

Similar to the other models, the parameters affecting the model performance are adjusted

in XGB as well. The booster parameter is set equal to gbtree as the model will be trained

for a classification problem. As no regularization method in the logistic regression models or

misclassification penalties in other decision tree based methods are implemented, Gamma,

the loss reduction parameter to control the overfitting problem, is set to 0.

Before training the model, a 5-fold cross-validation (CV) model is implemented to identify the

optimal number of iteration rounds. The maximum number of iterations for cross-validation

is set to 200. The optimal number of iterations is determined by the minimum test error

reached via cross-validation. For 200 rounds, a sub-sample of 5-fold is retained as the test

set for validation and the remaining 4 sub-samples are used for training. If the test error of a

round does not improve, i.e decrease, in 20 consecutive rounds the process is terminated and

the optimal number of iteration rounds is identified. The model returned lowest test error

at the 129th iteration. The minimum test error is 0.048, indicating a CV accuracy of 95.2%.

XGB performed with a predictive accuracy rate of 94.45%.
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Actual Failure Actual Success

Predicted Failure 5 612 (29.4%) 314 (1.7%)

Predicted Success 745 (3.9%) 12 399 (65.0%)

Table 11: Confusion matrix of the extreme gradient boosting

NextUnicorn XGBoost

5.5 Comparison of Models

There are plenty of options when it comes to evaluating the model performance and conclude

on a metric to compare the six models, which were implemented. Below is the description of

these metrics.

Accuracy : (TP + TN) / (TP + TN + FP + FN)

Error Rate : 1 - Accuracy

Sensitivity / TPR : (TP)/(TP+FN)

Specificity : (TN)/(TN+FP)

FPR : (FP)/(FP + TN)

A Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) illustrates the performance of a classification model by

plotting True Positive Rate (TPR) vs. False Positive Rate (FPR) at all classification thresh-

olds. Area under the ROC curve (AUC) takes the integral of the ROC curve between 0 and

1 and provides an aggregate measure of performance at different threshold levels (Ling et al.,

2003). Table 12 provides an overview of the various comparison metrics. Since each measure

has its benefits and drawbacks, a combined evaluation approach is adopted.

Accuracy, and error rates of the models have been mentioned under the respective sections.

These metrics rank the ensemble method XGB as the best performing method. This means

XGB is able to label both classes, success and failure, better in comparison to the other

methods. Random forest is the close second after XGB, with an accuracy rate of 94.18%.

This indicates that the general classification performance of the ensemble methods dominate

that of models with a more traditional approach under the accuracy metric.

Sensitivity and specificity need to be discussed in relation to Type I and Type II error. Sen-

sitivity represents the percentage accuracy of the model to correctly predict the positive class
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Model Name Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Type I Error Type II Error

Full logistic regression 77.45% 79.98% 72.40% 9.2% 13.3%

Reduced logistic regression 77.41% 79.99% 72.25% 10.5% 13.3%

Rpart tree 93.63% 97.36% 86.16% 4.6% 1.8%

Conditional inference tree 85.61% 92.59% 71.64% 9.5% 4.9%

Random forest 94.18% 98.10% 86.35% 4.6% 1.3%

Extreme gradient boosting 94.45% 97.53% 88.28% 3.9% 1.7%

Table 12: Comparison of performance metrics across models

NextUnicorn Results

(Success), i.e true positive (TP). Specificity, on the other hand, represents the percentage

accuracy of the model to correctly predict the negative class (failure), i.e true negative (TN).

One can argue that the costs of misclassifying a failed company as successful (false positive),

i.e. Type II error, is costlier than misclassifying a successful company as failed (false nega-

tive), i.e. Type I error. Wang et al. (2014) and Gepp et al. (2010) state that Type II error,

within startup success prediction frameworks, is more critical because Type II error bears

financial losses due to investing in a startup doomed to fail, whereas Type I error creates

lost opportunity costs from not investing in/dealing with a successful new business, which

is also referred to as missed potential investment gains. Hence, the misclassification costs

are not equal in real world setting. With this background, one can argue that Type II error

(i.e. specificity) can be used as a proxy of the real life costs of the classification errors. The

model with the lowest Type II error, i.e. highest specificity can be argued to be the best

performing model. XGB labelled 88.28% of the failed companies correctly, with Type II error

rate of 1.7%. Similar to the elaboration with accuracy and error rate, the second ensemble

model, random forest reaches a specificity 86.35% with the lowest Type II error rate of 1.3%.

The worst performing models under this evaluation criteria are the logistic regression models.

Lastly, AUC is a scale-invariant metric. This means, AUC measures the ranking of the pre-

dictions rather than their absolute values. AUC does not require a threshold to measure the

performance of the model. Although the threshold invariance of AUC metric can be advan-

tageous in some cases, the disparity in the cost of misclassification of different classes can

raise the need for a threshold to suppress this problem. Figure 4 provides a comparison of
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the AUC metric among models. Under AUC criteria, XGB dominates the rest of the models.

Similar to the evaluation under previous metrics, the second ensemble method, random forest

is the second best performing model under AUC as well.

All in all, different performance metrics point to different best-performing-models. However,

it is plausible to conclude that the ensemble methods, random forest and XGB dominate the

other models over all the performance metrics considered.
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Figure 4: Comparison of AUC among models

NextUnicorn AUC

Model Name AUC

Full logistic regression 84.89%

Reduced logistic regression 84.90%

Rpart tree 91.76%

Conditional inference tree 82.11%

Random forest 92.22%

Extreme gradient boosting 92.91%

5.6 Discussion of Variable Importance

The statistical models can sometimes be difficult to interpret, i.e. referred in general as

black-box models. In such cases, variable importance constructed by the model can be useful

to articulate on the model and achieve a better understanding. The ranking of the variables

according to their importance in the model construction is implemented for the top 3 best

performing models: extreme gradient boosting, random forest and recursive partitioning tree.
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The importance of variables in the recursive partitioning tree is calculated by adding up the

improvement measures that each variable contributes as a primary or surrogate splitter. The

relative importance is calculated by the sum of the goodness-of-split measure (refer to Section

4) for each split plus the goodness-of-fit for all splits in which the node was a surrogate. Table

13 summarizes the normalized relative importance of the variables. The main contribution

to the splits has been done by last funding to date followed by company age and social both.

Variable Importance Level

Last funding to date 1.00

Company age 0.36

First funding lag 0.18

Funding Rounds 0.13

Social Twitter 0.04

Social Both 0.03

Continent Americas 0.00

Social Facebook 0.00

Continent Asia 0.00

Sector Health 0.00

Sector Consumer Discretionary 0.00

Sector Consumer Staples 0.00

Table 13: Ranked variable importance (normalized) in recursive partitioning tree

NextUnicorn RecursivePartitioning

Each tree generated by random forest has its own out-of-bag (OOB) sample when construct-

ing random forest. Hence, for each tree the prediction accuracy is measured for the OOB.

Then, the values of the OOB variables are shuffled, while keeping all else the same. The

mean decrease in accuracy represents how much the accuracy of the model decreases after

shuffling the OOB variables, i.e. the respective variable is omitted. On the other hand, mean

decrease in the Gini index, Equation (12), represents the impurity when a variable is chosen

to split a node. It is calculated by the node impurity weighted by the probability of reaching

that node (fi). The higher the Gini index, the more important the feature. According to

Gini index, last funding to date, company age and first funding lag are the top performing

variables.
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The variable importance outlook from random forest provides more insights compared to

that of recursive partitioning trees. In Table 14, the importance measures are broken down

by outcome class, Success (S) and Failure (F). For example, total funding (USD) is much

more important for predicting failure class than predicting success. On the other hand, last

funding to date is more important while predicting success than predicting failure.

Mean Decrease Mean Decrease

F S Accuracy Gini

Last funding to date 42.1 76.6 89.5 5 840.5

First funding lag 361.9 70.4 80.9 2 815.0

Company age 40.5 62.8 73.3 2 777.2

Funding Rounds 54.6 38.3 47.7 1 580.0

Last funding lag 26.6 45.5 51.9 1 571.7

Total funding (USD) 132.4 -9.9 116.9 1 268.8

Social Both 38.8 9.9 41.1 225.8

Continent Americas 49.7 -1.32 46.9 161.4

Social Twitter 29.5 -3.9 30.2 156.6

Sector Commercial Services 64.9 0.04 58.9 124.4

Social None 37.5 5.6 37.1 122.9

Sector Consumer Discretionary 69.1 -8.5 61.8 113.2

Sector IT 63.1 -3.4 57.1 109.0

Sector Health 43.4 13.5 46.9 97.3

Sector Consumer Staples 65.4 -4.7 52.0 97.1

Continent Europe 33.9 -1.1 34.9 86.1

Continent Asia 36.5 -2.2 34.8 66.4

Sector Finance 49.2 -9.6 37.7 56.8

Social Facebook 31.7 8.5 29.6 52.6

Table 14: Ranked variable importance in random forest

NextUnicorn RandomForest

The variable importance in XGB is measured through the Gain, Cover and Frequency met-

rics. Gain represents the relative contribution of the respective variables, calculated through

the contribution of each feature to each tree in the model. A higher value indicates higher

importance. Cover represents the relative number of observations related to each variable.

Frequency is the percentage representing the relative number of times a particular indepen-

dent variable occurs in the trees of the model. The literature suggests the most relevant
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variable importance metric to be Gain (Chen and Guestrin, 2016).

Gain Cover Frequency

Last funding to date 0.64 0.22 0.12

First funding lag 0.11 0.06 0.06

Company age 0.08 0.10 0.10

Total funding (USD) 0.06 0.42 0.39

Funding rounds 0.04 0.06 0.06

Last funding lag 0.02 0.05 0.04

Social Both 0.01 0.01 0.03

Continent Americas 0.01 0.01 0.02

Social None 0.00 0.01 0.02

Sector Health 0.00 0.02 0.01

Sector Consumer Staples 0.00 0.00 0.02

Social Facebook 0.00 0.01 0.01

Sector IT 0.00 0.00 0.02

Sector Commercial Services 0.00 0.01 0.02

Sector Consumer Discretionary 0.00 0.00 0.02

Continent Europe 0.00 0.00 0.01

Social Twitter 0.00 0.00 0.01

Sector Finance 0.00 0.01 0.01

Continent Asia 0.00 0.01 0.01

Table 15: Ranked variable importance in extreme gradient boosting

NextUnicorn XGBoost

Importance Gain is calculated by the decrease in entropy, Equation (13), after splitting a

node (T ) by using the respective variable (X), where Y is the target/dependent variable.

Gain(Y,X) = Entropy(T,X)− Entropy(X) (21)

Using Gain measure the top performing variables are last funding to date, first funding lag

and company age.

The top 3 performing models have a consensus on the most important variables, which are

last funding to date, first funding lag and company age. The general ranking of the vari-

able importance revealed that the top 3 performing models prioritized continuous variables
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more than categorical ones. All in all, the variable importance did not differ significantly

between different models implemented as the universal function approximators choose the

same variables.

6 Conclusion

This paper thoroughly addresses how to predict success for startup firms. The amount of

literature work on startup success revealed the need for research in this area. Existing lit-

erature focuses on established firm success rate prediction. However, there are differences

between corporate vs. startup success prediction, making the models in existing literature

difficult to use to predict success for startup firms.

Predicting startup success is a challenging task and the associated monetary and opportunity

costs are high for making a wrong decision on which startup will be successful. Due to energy

and time intensive nature of processing vast amount of information, the players of the startup

ecosystem can highly benefit from a quantified method, when it comes to making decisions

in such high risk environment. Hence, this paper empirically illustrates the implementation

of various machine learning algorithms to predict startup success.

The data used in the estimation is based on the information from a crowd-sourced database

crunchbase.com, without allocating budget or time to interview/collect survey answers from

startups. One advantage of using this data set in this paper is the sample size, which is larger

compared to other research and papers in the literature. Since the majority of the firms, who

provided/updated their crunchbase profiles are mostly successful firms, the used data entails

a selection (success) bias. This leads to the class imbalance problem between successful (95%)

and failed companies (5%). The imbalance would mean, for example, an accuracy rate of

95%, even though all failed companies are labelled as successful. This problem is tackled

by oversampling the minority class data (failed companies) by implementing ADASYN. The

oversampling approach enables retainment of all information (as opposed to undersampling)

and improves the predictive ability of the machine learning methods.

In total, six separate models are implemented: (i) full logistic regression; (ii) reduced logistic

regression; (iii) recursive partitioning tree; (iv) conditional inference tree; (v) random forest

and (vi) extreme gradient boosting.
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The most common method in literature, logistic regression is implemented for comparability

reasons and to construct a benchmark for the succeeding models. Logistic regression, both

full and reduced models have performed better than random guessing. With McFadden’s

pseudo R2 of 0.26 and an error rate around 22.5%, both logistic regressions performed within

the predictive accuracy interval set by preceding logistic regression models in the literature.

However, compared to other four implemented models, neither of the logistic regression mod-

els exhibited satisfactory predictive ability.

In order to fully use the information contained by features, two different types of decision

trees have been built. Traditional decision trees such as recursive partitioning trees and con-

ditional inference trees are criticised for their dependence on the training data and the danger

of overfitting. Recursive partitioning trees reached AUC of 91.76% and overperformed the

conditional inference trees (AUC of 82.11%) .

In order to tackle the overfitting problem of these two decision trees, models have been ex-

tended to random forests. Random forest showed above average performance over the range

of different metrics and provided the lowest Type II error rate (1.3%) indicating that the

predictions from random forest model result in the lowest costs for misclassification of the

failed companies.

Although random forest is an ensemble method itself, the research has been extended to ex-

treme gradient boosting for its efficiency and proven performance in the recent competitions

and research. Compliant with the applications in literature, XGB performed the best among

other models implemented under a majority of the metrics. With an accuracy of 94.45%,

a specificity of 88.28% and AUC of 92.91%, XGB slightly dominates the random forest ap-

proach. The top 3 performing models, XGB, random forest and recursive partitioning tree,

ranked the same three variables as their main features, which are last funding to date, first

funding lag and company age.

Predicting startup success is a challenging task and the associated monetary and opportunity

costs are high. This study provides, repeatable and quantified modeling process, to predict

startup firm success, using machine learning methods and large scale publicly available data.
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7 Further Research

First and foremost, the problem to address is the availability/collection of data from star-

tups. Individual interviews and surveys with startups are time and resource intensive and not

reproducible. It also leads to response bias. This paper has shown that reproducible models

that train on off-the shelf data with none/minimum information about the personality of the

entrepreneur or the characteristics of the management team, can still reach near 95% accu-

racy level. However, the data used in this study lacks the information about the personality

traits of the entrepreneur and the management team. Including these widely acknowledged

variables can further improve the model performance. A future research on a common frame-

work to conceptualize the collection of information rich data would be essential to build solid

prediction models.

Also, the data used in this paper provides a snapshot at a single point in time, i.e. the time

aspect of failure is being neglected. The need for panel data to better understand the triggers

of failure is indisputable. Percentage/growth metrics such as the change in the number of

employees or growth rate of the funding amount received and many other similar metrics

generated on a longitudinal manner would help improve the prediction results.

Another improvement point is the definition of success for startups. There are some examples

of startups, which filed for an IPO within the first year of their establishment. This is very

uncommon in business and is not necessarily a proxy for success. Similarly, every acquisition

has its own characteristics. An acquisition can represent success if the entrepreneurs benefit

from the transaction or can also point to failure if the startup cannot reach financial stability.

Failure on the other hand can also be more specifically defined. One can argue that a startup

can be considered as failed, only after it existed long enough to officially file bankruptcy to

the authorities. Such improvements to the label determination has the potential to reduce

the class imbalance.

The asymmetry in terms of cost for correctly predicting startup success or failure correctly

is mentioned in Section 5. Model selection for the startup success prediction also provides a

research area. The minuscule difference between two ensemble methods in this paper, random

forest and extreme gradient boosting, can be further investigated through the implementation

of a cost function/matrix. This approach on the other hand would require intensive research
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into the financial and opportunity costs of misclassification and is not trivial.

Another improvement point is to set the focus of the research on a specific industry and

sub-category of these industries. The benchmark of success for firms operating in disruptive

fields, such as digital and tech firms specializing on cryptocurrencies, are indeed different to

the ventures, which operate in utilities or heavy machinery. Although implementing such in-

dustry specifications would have an impact on the variables defined in the data set and might

result in smaller sample sizes, tailoring quantified models to the needs of different sectors can

help to determine the drivers of success and predict business success with higher accuracy.

Startup success prediction is indeed in the interest of all parties involved in the startup

ecosystem. In the light of the above-mentioned improvements, it might be possible that the

quantitative models, such as the ones introduced in this paper, will have the predictive ability

to spot the next unicorn.
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